I would first like to thank Maureen Turim for inviting me to
speak at this conference entitled "Perspectives On Television" .
The title of this paper is "Representation and Abstraction in Video" .
I will describe a form of video activity referred to as process video
and in so doing will show a specific functioning of abstraction and
representation within that ford .
My interest in this area is the result of several years of
video making: at the Experimental Television Center presently in
Oviego, New york . During the past several years a number of video
tool theorists,tool designers and image makers have used the video

medium to make visual images,speculations,and researches into the
phenomena and language of the medium . This has been a rich area of
research . This written material I am presenting is to suggest an
approach to a body of contemporary video work by a number of video

makers .
".
Because this conference is primarily addrIessing itself to the
study of broadcast television programing models I will first need to
describe what video is . I will mention some production dichotomies
and then some information dichotomies . Because -of the rang.e of
complexity of television production, television can be divided into
the areas of high tech and lour tech production . Within hiwh tech one
.%d public tele :rislon net; :orks, which we are
finds the private ^
obviously mcst av;2.re of . There is also informational Intercompany
corporate television . There are military uses of television . There
is also scientific research imaging . The involvement ,I am naming
low tech includes the shopping center surveillance television, the
home consumer with collection of various programing and homemovies .
There is university educational television, ;.brass roots community
and art center television . There is television used b ,, artists to
docDment performance., and conceptual concerns as we .-1 -is television
used as a sculptural object . There is also the exploration of the
electronic image often referred to as synthesis or process video .
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attempting to

address video

work they have seen often describe the

work in a comparison to an aspect of a work in an ot!~er ms :ium ;ugh
as painting, photography, cinema, sculpture,etc . ' It looks
2~c doubt this is us-efull but it is cleatly not onou7h .I don't t!~ink
the problem : is how to describe it tc the general public first but

rather how do we understand

in ourselves? What is it? What is the

~' nature of its engagement? Analytic

arts.,

aesthetics, the visual

vocabularies

are used for studying

drd language . What is missing in an

ainalysis of video is a terminology to describe the physical materials

this is
ultimately too

and phenomena of the medium . Mistakenly
technical,

too technological and

felt to be too

mechanistic . 1rihat is

lost is the ability to understand the work . What is also lost is the
ability to generalize about . the .medium and address the potentials

of shifting visual and temporal structures, the operation, Inter- -' .,
action and transformation of imajSe codes and finally the sort of
understanding of imagemaking as an activity that is an extension

.

of the study of language and discourse .
My interest is in a general understanding of imaging materials .
Ir. i-ror~" ing xith video I have h--3d to confront a fairly specific and
complex tec'.hni c,,.al vocabul!_ary of thr.! craft . By sifting throi~,Sh i t
some_generalized .concepts appear . I am not intending to present a

definitive vocabulary set for video . What follOW's is a. personal
working understanding of the video 1--age .

The video imo.g e is a physical phenomena . It is in its form
structural and arc?±itectural . The i .nage in its simplest form is

to the image :grid .: i thout

voltay-,e and frequency . Th°

The frequ=:ncies of
,per second. vertically and. 15,75` c,;'cles per
the picture information .
r

the ra .t °r are

L'n

cycles

second horizontally .

which the single dot o{' the
travels side to side and up iind down to d ra-, ., out
o`_' the vide,
levels or luminance of the 1mare are
the 1 ag° raster . The
enccded r:i t":i n ap ;,roximately one volt of voltage variation . ,".t the
These f-,luencies define the speed =i.t
1~-r!~ty

dot at that no :if~ ::t 13
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~--p
:,, nc ' ; . At th .
of thq _.7iinrne th°, i_Ta -e dot is ?-. :hite .3y t`._
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a
f'T'e cu~.en vie i cr the ~'c tnr
i on C +re
.. C br :J_l,y~CnSt .
convention
-hhere
for transmi f,~:ion -, --re sit .
i,

are several standards in use around the world ., American frec;ue ncies
with 30 fra,°.es of imr~e per second provide 1,25 lines of picture
resolution . Most of Europe is on a standard of 25 frames of ima:xe

lines resolution . France set It -:. cw :? standard
of 25 frames :;or second with F19 _Lines . Some scientific. i:3es of
., th 6.25
per second ;I

television use 1000 lines resolution . In all cases the video fra_e
is made uY of two fields . One field contains the even numbered
lines and one field the odd numbered lines. So American television
is 30 frafles per second or 60 fields per second and :uropean
television is 25 frames per second or 50 fields per second . This is

due to the American electrical syste_r. bein:z a 60 cycle per second
system and the European being a 50 cycle system . The point 1 .rant
to make is that the frequencies of the raster which. determines
resolution are .by 4greements set time bases, even thou h they can
and do vary .

In film there are the standards Prm, super8mm, 16--im,
35`mm, and 70mT .
An oscillator is a source of changing voltage . Oscillators
are alven names referrinz to the shape of the voltage chanain.` in
time, such! a's sine waves, square v)c^:ves, tri'Xn='le waves, sawtcoth
waves etc . The oscillators is a basic building blcck of video . The

time window of the raster is defined b two ramp wave oscill4 tons .
One is oreratinq at at 50 cycles per second and one at 15,950 cycles
r ;!s
mer
Yre.,! these frequencies are set . The-. y are two
e
set frequencies defining ~? set two dim6-nsionp1 space . Time defines
s_-ace . The scanning is _epea.tin--- a7:iin and attain so to deter ..^ine
it
where something is tc 3j;;'°ar you are actually aeterr:Ininr
ap ears relative to the scan rate . Plug in an oscillator into the
preylevel or luminance function . The'resultihg'!Ta(-e-is a pure
abstraction x hi ch `is a systematic modulation of the enerTy of the
raster . The frequempy of the oscillator refers to the rate cf, the
p:3ttern c^any . The oscillator si ; ;nal i an exa :arls pf a basic

tif^_e based dur=ation Cr desi .gin source .
In co- ;;~riso-: to t+^- osci ll .ator signal the video camera imal-e
i s a ccm ::1ex j i^ht and space iTa,7e based on the coding' of the lens .
1 :: the c~n°Z'? t~^ li :-''1t ^avin7 traveled throufhth ^ lens svrillCes
th-lisrht sensitive t_~be . This tube scf.ns the two di7ensional imaze
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on its surface and converts luminance information,

into an electrical .

grey levols,

waveform . This . aveform is also c?ll.ed the video

si,rcnal . It is the si 7.",al rnnni nLis .., co-'-,)C

the

ite or

throu .c°h the "" ideo cables . This .

oselll-' .tions . Tie 4;ave-

form is also the cc :n,,lete set .freq , iencies mentioned e_; rlier . The size
and shape of each ::.art of the si=Yna1 is specified . The siz° of the
video(

the ticture infer-ation ),

function of

t'nn sizq of sync .(

the sprocket holes in film),

similar to the

the size of burst ; a

reference signal for decoding color ) is set . This waveform can be
displayed on an oscilliscope or "rrav^form monitor-to be visually
analysed . ;hen this waveform is put into

the disp'iay '!onitor

it

is

reconverted into gray level information and scanned out as an image .
onto the uicture

tube .

The reason I am msntioninpp-* the waveform to this extent is
because the camera uicture information is encoded in this ce .^lposite

signal . If you c'na^.-:e the signal you change the camera picture
inforxation . The waveforn simoral is fluid and vulnerable to interi
t is r, fast an~? maleable si-n~a1 .
ference and -anipul~ tion .
Video vrocessin7 tools nl -to,o one hi :~-h s-eed, cr;libr.,,ted control

its coded structures an-.-l parameters . In
visual terms more vGlt? ze i9eans -ore brin- htness . Less voltar-e ''leans
.'ix
The
two cynchrani zpd "lid. ,=o w v%,, 2fo=s tC, et'har .
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of the one imz,?s and then sv: itching to

the rest of trl e second ir_"-iye, the `^ottom,1his is also c=1l.1_sd split
scr°en . If rat'rer than msin.= an oscillator or time base to define the
switching- from one ~ .^afe to the next one can s''.lect cs. specific ;rrey
to determine the voint of swi .tchin ' . ?*his
1~ ." ?1 of one or the
.-p,'(-re over t~"e other . This is
switchin7 cr2ater t"---o f cne i
'
also call^a
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further encoded into a digital si7nal and be stored and manipulated
by A-Ito! processes . i t Is beboolnv Tcrg co,yon tc Poe "Idgo
,rccessing Wevices Apsgribel Ds Obrid sy3tums ualnp both vnoln .!.an! diritql encodinj and minipul-ting techniques . Tn botY CH ORS
the original ImaFe Is altered at 0e level of a cod
How ions one produce lmaFes with such devices? An! what is the
relationship of the imaie m-ter to the programable machine? i Yould
like to swTgast an answer to thesp questions wItK a description of
three very generalcategorles of video tool architqatwn- One level
of electronic tool is so designed by the circuit desilner/ artist to
generate a very specific image . Cne could in this case refer to the
design of the device as the score for the Image . T4e score could
even be notated as the familiar electronic schematic diagram of the
circuit . A second and more zeneralized and controllable tool would
be one designed to define image structures and functions in a modular
parayeter defined fashion . Mis in its singulgr form mlqht be a mixer
precessor or n sequencer t or ksyNr, or colorizer,or dYltinor
procensor . Any camera or non-camera ima7o passed throunh It woul-:i
be analysed ond Tantpulatel in a 7yrticular fashion . in !to 7olVoll
form it vould bn an accumulption of coobinations of ;r7cnnsors with

a patchlnF cr progrnalng cn ;K111ty to connect ppn Uviza to another
in a sequence that YRs Apsir9ble tc , nrn~tn m vartinular !Tn7n,

patching between modulaf - levices is called analog prn7ranminx .
Tithin this seconq level ;.r to ol,ii Its uore complix fcrm the uaricus

,oprom9ters of any processor conid be voltaCe controllable . For
oxnTyle the contrcls Of' a colorizir such as briyhtness, contrast,
amount of ccinr pod w4ick color co"Id be ccntrollod by on external
sizial , on sAcI11vtor for Pxv~pl', in ojAition tc t4n usmal cnotrols
on~ 070S tc ^,f-r-1 ,.,ay.-, .--.Mere o" the specified Vrocnon . Rather t 4 s'-'
th- .7 Prinr W~ial proinces only on, imav- W410" 1 4 0SO44nd as t~q
firzt jevo! of tnoj, oi.lnn scsDni jivpj jr-olvas a modular functional
or7 .:07vticn of the IYaT9 control parameters "s w- 1 1 ns a means to
orFa&7e a snqnence of image function blocks with potently! Of
external ti ^' ;.n -- controls of the separate parameters of each Todular
devicR . Thic is called gn analog video pronesslnF SyMm- The t41r .,'_'
lovel of ninct-onin Vol is that vVich hqs the noitral Ynd conplexity
pOtOntill 7' V 701nl"r pa-anetRr system with the -111tiniol jo4qntial
;if notntiw -r pronroNny the o-derlnF of th , lmyTe function block '_

.
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flow as well as not`itinfitiming chan7es at various levels
of -t he
imag.a segue^ce . This d ov i ce can produce totally r°reatNble
scored
sequences .T^is el=ctro -^.ic tool is a very flexible analog and
diaital
architecture co .-iYr1snd of nodular defined analog and trodular
Ticroco ;mputQr proce ssin= ~lements .It is the hybiAid tool I
mentionef
earlier . It could be referred to as a compositional
video processing
-. system .
It is clear that at any level of tool use the control-and
specificity of function can result in an irrelevant quantity of
information, resolution  or control . The video maker working with
complex architecture control %:as ma.ny choices and decisions to make .
., hat is the intention of the processing? What images are to be
manipulated, nature of control, selection of processes, durations,
context, sequence etc .? Will the completed image be a totally
calculated comyjosition, an interaction with a compositional structure
or a drifting of a delineated field? Cr will it approach the - static
point of -- tQtal noise or silence ? I am tal?;ing about making images .
. _ In a .Mition to architecture there is - time . Video 'processi ne- is
real time . That means that the video ca---:era `ima-e is m..nipulatcd
live . Of course there i s a micro tine interval delay t,Atr" een input
and output . The video ~taker essenti?.lly sees the image as it is fining
manipulated . Reco ding the
it is t?-no, t .h.,=r stet and .
an other choice . "Fost ^roces_sinQ is' nelr-r recorded . Video Makers
have often commented that they both control and interact with the
ima ing ' s~rstem, even dialog-ua with it . It Is vary int°resting
that an imaginz system as fast and architectural' in de si,-n as the
video processin-r syste :_1 is can function as a mirror reflecting- back
to us our own percertl;.al and conce=ptual resolution . ,such a potential
a.ra ma,
c=:?'? host gi.ii :°.
at ' ha
- . reference point to rriv a
sense of what the video "image
terI .- is and what the natll-re of the
tools used to pr-dmace it
-What f o lloi;s de als with the percei tion
and unclerstandin- o f tt,e orocess video image .
T am
jntereste'~ i^ the comprehension of
t"iork . I a,-,
Interested in t'n- ^-f"'1-nary ` ncount,,r
the T`hysical imhn. ._,e..
;;h=at
is
t^~ npti.,re cf the ima :-e? -:"n2t is ^-v p^rce ;,tion of it? Images are
prcducers Cf
r~ncc,,,;nters call produce
and. meani"1Gr,
o?',; °cts of
I wo'7ld like tC e nPh-,1si?e t h- -prirnac y of
£1

t% .

~rr..1r

iri :Ieo

.-Titi"

. co
of the encounter ;, i th the visual perceptual amaze .
The video i : ,,ize i , not an ide-l first .
The video im :r;e is not a diagram first .
The video in=i.ge is not a caption first .
The video 1 ;7e i not £i hotorrra^h first

.
The video Ima "re is nh;rsical, visual. and temporal first . The
conceptual reference points, what we f{no?: about th? Trideo m=?aerial,
contexts,our conscious thought, the world outside ourselves are an
associational reference set reverh ,~rating and coinciding with our
. The relationship of our :experience,
encounter with the image
pleasure and understanding of the image is an interesting subJect .
2 vocabulary including the concept of,the 'physical i maz e - bo th
,
visual and temporal, is in - 'a position to grasp the complexity of
the simultaneous nature of the visual experience . Such a vocabulary
can address the image as material and experience reverberating in a
field of perceptual and conceptual relevance .
I would again like to describe a percievin? and understanding,
of -_^. video image sequence . Let us say . . . a. camera im=t-~ is colorized,
the color looks li!c° . . . ,the shifts in color have a uercievable
pattern, the
is '.eidetic, the i -_age challenges identification,
the quality of the move-.ient is, the camern im<3me chosen is, the
context is . . . the visual i s temporal, ca c .amera
is colorized,
the Ima-,e challenges identification-, this is n. record of so!re
immediate graphic complexi-ty . . . This c=i.n be-come an absurd technical
exercise . It can also describe a coherent i aaFe, a field ofperceptions, .associations- -ne. refe"faces . It can describe a pure
abstraction cr q. relational i,"iD?7e or idea . The ilane as a pure
abstraction can be . . syst--r~- tic a :iodulation of the - , ster o= a shift
of the retresnntation of the ca--.era irac~e throu~Th __ _)rocessinr
par?Ripter S,'ni f t .
-Cfer {:C .' ti :7:e an"11S-_ .cq
it vnrJ bas1c .,-61 ;-, it c--'also be eridlecsly complex in a continuous
st=., te of drift ^:ni tY;ansforMation .
thq
!find of v ~°o I am cons Irl='rin-. . is ref_=ed
The f°Ct
to ~)s proc-s_
is quit-_ i  t=^e~5tin ;,' Tt1 7 en .-, rzl -^C;^nSs is a
Cnnnre an! tr , n ~;f or f ition, In
ter -r. often
pl,ocess refers to the shifts of
i n the unCC?liSCiC".:S . "rhe -oti .yn of i,roc~ ss f'_'
is ccr:ftiCl;.l " '.?"1y .t c i o :'itl. ^rr -, uc~' d lanfv,'~ ^'e is con^ °rqc :l
the
_

_

l%)
developement and ore=itinProcess vi _leo i s the

of m-nnin^- 1- =~ t°.xt .
iTa ; e i n f continuous potential of flux .
T' he '_kinds of visual information shift th-it take place put
representation and. abstraction in an interesting relationship . In

j.".'oc?-s video "c Y'?SG'!1t tiU`~ can b-' uroduced, fix°. ;j, transfor!ned
and renewed i3(',Rin . ?°.Drt?S?!?t=xtion cpn,
sli,) . And it sibs into
abstracticn,or into oarti-:1 abstraction .rith some varyinF; ~ .eYree
.

of

representatIons . 1 reference still fInc`ioning . Suaaanly the degree
of reuresetational shift refers to an abstract value of change . The .
re,.resentational in a visual parameter shift takes on the` sur%_restion

of solid force outside of time to the extent it survives its orivinal
reference . The architecture of the imagine; system reafirms itself
as both abstraction and representation . ,The image ^ .:kin .? tool ?^d
the image ma'cer interchaneably function as abstraction and
reoresentation .

The notion of proce~-s with its ~~c'.cno;,rlPd ;ement of functional
mechanises and transformational forns, slidir-r and production of

meaning displays the instability of abstraction and representation .
The two become transferable . The abstract T?r'ecings on a rmnp represent
stecific values throvcTh a , -y definin^ the relation . . Without th=~ key
t%:e representation deflects intr t ",def'inltion of
the system . These are

tY :e

kinds of trgncformations of poetry and
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